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Abstract :  Digital Image compression is used to compresses and reduces the size of image with various techniques and Standards. 

This paper proposed new vector quantization technique for lossy image compression. Vector quantization (VQ) is an approach 

that encodes a block of pixels with an index pointing to a similar block in a VQ codebook. To improve the visual quality of VQ, 

SMVQ (Side match vector quantization) used. SMVQ is one of the low bit rate scheme, it requires high encoding time than that 

of VQ. A proposed Modified Side Match Vector Quantization(MSMVQ) has introduced. MSMVQ is a powerful low bit rate 

image compression scheme based on VQ. It combines indicies of VQ and residual code book. MSMVQ attains low bit rate and 

better image quality than SMVQ and other VQ techniques. 

 

IndexTerms – VQ, SMVQ, MSMVQ 
  
I. INTRODUCTION 

Image compression is an art of minimizing the size of a graphics file without degrading the quality of the image to an 

unacceptable level. The reduction in file size allows more images to be stored in a memory space. It also reduces the time 

required for images to be sent over the internet or to download from web pages. Image compression techniques can be classified 

into lossy compression and lossless compression. Lossless compression is sometimes used for artificial images such as technical 

drawings, icons or comics. Lossy compression techniques creates smaller image by ditch excess image pixel from the original 

image. vector quantization [1] techniques are better for lossy image compression. In Vector Quantization, each symbol is grouped 

into vectors (non-overlapping) and quantizes each vector. Vector quantization classified into two types: memory less VQ and 

memory VQ [2]-[4]. In a memory VQ, image blocks are encoded dependently such as finite state VQ (FSVQ). FSVQ has two 

designs, side match vector quantization (SMVQ) and overlap match vector quantization (OMVQ). To improve the compression 

bit rate, side match VQ was proposed by Kim in 1992 [5].  

1.1 Side Match Vector Quantization (SMVQ) 

  Kim assumes the pixels in the top row in the current block and they are correlated closely with those in the bottom row 

in the upper block, and the pixels in the first column in the current block are correlated closely with those in the right column in 

the left block, pixels in the fourth column in the current block are correlated closely with those in the left column in the right 

block, and that the pixels in the bottom row in the current block are correlated closely with those in the top row in the lower 

block. Based on this assumption, Kim used Side-Match approach to design SMVQ, and successfully reduces the blocking effect 

by using local edge information and provides better visual quality and compression ratio than VQ does. To perform SMVQ, a 

super codebook is required to encode the blocks in the first row and the first column, and a state codebook is required to encode 

the rest of the blocks. The state codebook is a subset of the super codebook. Consider the 4x4 image blocks shown in Figure 1, 

where U and L are image blocks reconstructed by the traditional VQ, and X is the current processing image block. The prediction 

process of SMVQ is as follows. These grey regions in Figure 1 are temporarily assigned by its north and west neighboring blocks 

U and L.  

 

     Ew = ∑ (𝑐𝑝,1
𝑛
𝑝=1 − 𝑐𝑝,1

𝑤 )2  +  ∑ (𝑐1,𝑞
𝑛
𝑞=2 − 𝑐1,𝑞

𝑤 )2                         (1) 

The assigned values are used to search against the super codebook for generating a state codebook that contains N 

closest codewords for the current block X according to the side match distortion. SMVQ degrades the image quality and also it 

requires long encoding time. Classified side-match vector quantization [5] (CSMVQ) is an efficient low bit rate image 

compression technique which produces relatively high quality image. CSMVQ uses two master codebooks, one for low detail 

blocks and another for high detail blocks. Another variant, gradient-based SMVQ [6] (GSMVQ) has been proposed, in which 

gradient values are used instead of variance values to predict the input vector. Another low bit rate VQ, called Jigsaw-puzzle 

vector quantization (JPVQ) [7] was proposed, in which an input block can be coded by the super codebook, the dynamic 

codebook or the jigsaw-puzzle block. The jigsaw puzzle block is constructed dynamically using four-step side match prediction 

technique. Modified SMVQ is an efficient low bit rate image compression scheme based on VQ that makes use of compression of 

indices of VQ and residual codebook. This scheme achieves low bit rate and better image quality than SMVQ, CSMVQ, GSMVQ 

and JPVQ. 
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Figure 1.Illustration of the prediction based on left and up neighboring pixels. 

where cp,qw are the elements of each codeword Cw in codebookΨ. The R codewords with the smallest MSEs, i.e., Ew, 

are selected to generate one sub codebook Θ x, y for the block Bx, y 

 

II. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

The proposed compression technique is divided into two categories, first compressing the indices and production of 

residual codebook. The input images can be quantized using vector quantization but there arise a high correlation among the 

neighboring pixels and its corresponding codeword indices. To find a related index for the current index, a search algorithm is 

used. Here the search order with the highest priority is fixed at ‘1’ and next highest priority is fixed at ‘2’ so on. A searching 

range is fixed to reduce the number of comparison of current index with previous indices. The previous work shows that the 

search order3 [1] gives the better than other SR. in the proposed technique the index of the codeword is encoded by considering 

the similarity with the previously encoded blocks. When the similarity of the previous block with the current block is high, the 

index of the codeword block encoded using neighboring codeword. When the similarity of the previous block with the current 

block is low, the very less related codeword of the current block is chosen. Since the codeword  of the current block will be more 

relevant to the neighboring block. The big codebook is separated into small ones by using LBG algorithm. The size of the 

codebook is always the power of 2. Therefore the similar image blocks may have related codeword. The unrelated blocks are 

encoded using their original blocks. The reverse process of the encoding is done to achieve the decoding of the compresses 

indices. Table 1 shows the performance of the indices of the Vector quantization 

Table:1 Performance of the proposed method with SO[1], SO[2] 

 

S.No Images  VQ  
Index 

SO[1] 

Index 

SO[2] 

Index 

Proposed Method 

1 Strawberry 6 4.11 3.92 3.89 

2 Butterfly 6 4.30 4.20 4.01 

3 Sunflower 6 4.67 4.39 4.00 

4 Airplane 6 3.89 3.81 3.69 

 

2.1 Residual Codebook 

While creating residual codebook, the image blocks which are very less relevant to the codewords found in codebooks 

are considered. The other image blocks are not considered because those blocks will increase the distortion in reconstructed 

image. The residual codeword for very less relevant block is constructed by it with most relevant codeword. The group of residual 

codeword is called codebook. If the mean square error (α) of an image block is higher than threshold value (T) then the block is 

considered as less relevant block. 

Algorithm: 

1. To construct a residual codebook, image to be compressed is given as input. 

2. Next the input image is decomposed into a set of non overlapping images. 

3. 3. By using LBG algorithm, the codebook is generated. 

4. Choose the next codeword from the codebook and find the most relevant image using set. 

5. The residual codeword is constructed using  

RY1 = 
1

𝑚
 ∑ {|𝑌𝑖1 𝑚

𝑖=1 −  𝑋𝑖1|, |𝑌𝑖2 − 𝑋𝑖2|,…… |𝑌𝑖𝑘 −  𝑋𝑖𝑘|}                     (2) 

Where k denotes the number of elements in the codeword Yt and the image block Xi respectively and m denotes the number of 

less similarity image blocks that are closer to the codeword Yt . Repeat the step 4&5 till no codewords exist in the codebook. The 
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residual codeword is generated for very less relevant image blocks, in encoding part, the less relevant image block, the pixel 

values are reduced from the corresponding pixel value in the codeword. To reduce the bits needed for residual bit, only the 

alternate bits are stored. In the decoding part the residual block bit are replaced with residual respective values of residual 

codeword from residual respective values codebook. 

2.2 The Proposed Technique 

 

The proposed technique combines both vector quantization indices and residual codebook. 

1. The image to be compressed is given as input 

2. The input image is decomposed into set of non overlapping images. 

3. By using LBG algorithm the codebook is created. 

4. For every relevant image blocks, create the residual code book. 

5. Choose the next image block and find its more relevant codeword in the codebook. 

6. Calculate the mean square error (α) for the image block using equation 

            𝛼 =  
1

𝑘
 ∑ (𝑥𝑖

𝑘−1
𝑖=0 −  𝑦𝑖)2                                         (3) 

 

7. If (α≤T) the current block is encoded as 0. 

else 

The current block is encoded as 1, followed by residual block. 

Repeat the step 5 & 6 until no more blocks exists in the image. The decoding process achieved by doing the reverse of 

encoding process. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  

                 
 

 

 

 

 

 

The performance  of the proposed algorithms are evaluated using the following metrics. 

3.1 Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) 

PSNR is most commonly used to measure the quality of reconstruction of lossy compression codec. The visual quality of the 

embedded images can also be measured using it. The values for the PSNR in lossy image are between 30 and 50 Decibel [dB]. 

The PSNR is calculated using the formula  

 

PSNR=10log10
(255)2

𝑀𝑆𝐸
db                                                                            (4) 

Where MSE is known as Mean Square Error 

MSE= 
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑥𝑖 −  𝑦𝑗)𝑛

𝑖=1                                    (5) 

Where xi and yi denote the original and encoded pixel values. ‘n’ is the total number of pixels in an image. 

 

3.2Bits per Pixel(BpP)  

It is used to calculate the number of bits needed to store codebook.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Strawberry  b. Butterfly  c. Sunflower   d. Airplane 

Figure 2 Sample data of Natural Images 
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Table 2 Comparison of PSNR value of proposed technique with SMVQ, GSMVQ, JPVQ 

 

S.NO IMAGE SMVQ (db) GSMVQ (db) JPVQ (db) MSMVQ (db) 

1. Strawberry 31.12 31.16 31.06 31.86 

2. Butterfly 31.89 32.08 32.06 32.41 

3. Sunflower 32.04 32.19 32.24 32.91 

4. Airplane 31.64 31.54 31.60 31.88 

Table 2 shows that the proposed technique gives better result than other existing techniques. 

 

Table 3 Comparison of BpP value of proposed method technique with SMVQ, GSMVQ, JPVQ 

 

S.NO IMAGE SMVQ (db) GSMVQ (db) JPVQ (db) MSMVQ (db) 

1. Strawberry 0.440 0.464 0.414 0.396 

2. Butterfly 0.426 0.459 0.426 0.400 

3. Sunflower 0.516 0.497 0.455 0.425 

4. Airplane 0.493 0.416 0.463 0.409 

Table 3 shows that the proposed technique gives better result than other existing techniques. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, a new lossy image compression technique has proposed. The technique is based on vector quantization method and 

residual codebook to improve the compression image quality and to reduce the bit rate. The experiments are performed using the 

metrics such as PSNR, BpP and the results shows that the proposed technique gives better result than other existing techniques. 
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